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A B S T R A C T
In optical packet/burst switched networks fiber loops provide a viable and compact means of contention resolu-
tion. For fixed size packets it is known that a basic void-avoiding schedule (VAS) can vastly outperform a more
classical pre-reservation algorithm as FCFS. For the setting of a uniform distributed packet size and a restricted
buffer size we proposed two novel forward-looking algorithms, WAS and XAS, that, in specific settings, outper-
form VAS up to 20% in terms of packet loss. This contribution extends the usage and improves the performance
of the WAS and XAS algorithms by introducing an additional threshold variable. By optimizing this threshold,
the process of selectively delaying packet longer than strictly necessary can be made more or less strict and
as such be fitted to each setting. By Monte Carlo simulation it is shown that the resulting T-WAS and T-XAS
algorithms are most effective for those instances where the algorithms without threshold can offer no or only
limited performance improvement.
1. Introduction
As video on demand (VoD) services increase in popularity and 4 K
video quality will become the new normal, global IP traffic is expected
to grow at a compounding annual rate of 24% between 2016 and 2021
[1]. As wavelength and spatial multiplexing allows optical fiber tech-
nology to reach dazzling bandwidths of up to 1 Petabit/s [2] over
one fiber, while the bandwidth over a single wavelength was recently
pushed to 500 Gbit/s [3]. It seems that our unlimited demand for band-
width can be met without a problem. Unfortunately, capacity in existing
optical networks is not limited by the connections but by the nodes in
which slow electronic switching or inflexible optical circuit switching
muffle the optical highway capacity.
Promising solutions to address the issues in optical backbones are
optical burst switching (OBS) [4–6] and optical packet switching (OPS)
[7–9]. In these packet based switching techniques, optical signals are,
similar to optical circuit switching (OCS) [10,11], kept in the optical
domain to avoid slow optical-electronic-optical (OEO) conversions but,
similar to electronic switching, processed as packets to increase sta-
tistical multiplexing efficiency. Although RAM buffering in the nodes
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is infeasible because it requires OEO conversions, at least a limited
amount of buffering remains advisable to address the unavoidable con-
tention that arises in the nodes [12,13].
One of the most compact implementations of optical buffering today
is a fiber loop buffer. As opposed to feed-forward buffers where every
line is traversed only once [14], fiber loop buffers allow contending
packets to recirculate multiple times within the same coiled fiber loop
[15,16]. Although alternative designs as dual-loop optical buffers exist
[17–20], most use a set of single fiber loops in parallel which can all
accommodate a single packet at once (shown in Fig. 1). Because packets
can only exit a loop after a round number of recirculations, fiber loops
can only provide a discrete set of delays. As opposed to electronic mem-
ory (RAM), packets can thus not be retrieved at will, resulting in small
time gaps or voids in between packets on the outgoing line. Moreover,
as packets recirculate in the same loop, fiber loops can only accommo-
date packet sizes smaller than or equal to their loop length and packet
length directly limits the resolution of possible delays. Since the foot-
print is preferably kept small, with a small number of fiber loops, and
also the number of recirculations a packet can make in a loop is kept
low to prevent signal degeneration, scheduling algorithms in which the
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Fig. 1. Parallel optical fiber loop buffer to resolve contention at the input.
resources are used as efficiently as possible are needed to achieve low
packet loss and/or packet delay.
In Ref. [21] the authors deal with the dimensioning of a router hav-
ing N input data ports and M fiber delay lines (FDLs) over a OBS (Opti-
cal Burst Switching) network. The size of the tunable FDLs can change
in order to match the buffered burst [21]. Contribution [22] presents
the study of an optical packet switch having recirculating FDL buffers
along with wavelength converters. A Markovian arrival process with
marked transitions (MMAP) is considered. A lower and upper bound of
the packet loss rate (PLR) of the particular switch is determined. Non-
degenerate buffer depth may improve the packet loss performance in
particular with bursty traffic [23]. In Ref. [23], a performance study
is presented of a void filling algorithm using both a non-degenerate
and degenerate (uniform) fiber delay lines [23]. The packet loss per-
formance considering both non-degenerate and degenerate delay lines
using a void filling algorithm is shown for an optical router having feed-
back delay lines using self similar traffic [23]. The authors in Ref. [24]
developed a queueing model used in feedback-type shared-per-node
recirculating FDL optical buffers for asynchronous optical switching
nodes. The optical packets can recirculate through the FDLs provided
that the number of recirculations does not exceed an established limit in
order to meet signal loss requirements [24]. The packet arrival process
in the optical switch is Poisson [24]. An MMPP-based queueing model is
presented involving fixed-point iteration for studying the performance
of feedback-type shared-per-node recirculating FDL buffers. The authors
in Ref. [25] developed an optical packet switch architecture, by using
Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router (AWGR), needing considerably less
tunable wavelength converters compared with wavelength channels,
so the contention is managed by a low-power recirculating optical
delay module. Contribution [26] is directed at reducing crosstalk at
a CrossPoint switch with multiple recirculations [26], involving sim-
plified time-slot interchange configurations with less fiber-delay lines.
In Ref. [27], a simulation study is presented of optical node consider-
ing an n × m optical switch along with recirculating optical delay lines.
Also they developed a mathematical model for the switch architecture
through packet queueing control in order to find the blocking probabil-
ity of the incoming traffic. The study includes assignment of priority to
packets in view of a contention resolution algorithm.
In Ref. [28] an analytical model is used to evaluate performance of
the void-avoiding schedule (VAS) for fixed size packets equal to the loop
length. The void-avoiding schedule is a post-reservation scheme [29],
allowing the packets to enter the buffer freely, only deciding later when
a packet has to exit its loop. In Ref. [28] it is shown that performance
of the VAS is significantly better than that of algorithms with a pre-
reservation scheme, e.g. FCFS, in which the number of recirculations is
decided upon arrival of a packet.
In Ref. [30] we evaluated the performance of the void-avoiding
schedule (VAS) for uniform distributed packet size in both unlimited
and constricted fiber loop buffer settings. We also proposed two new
algorithms, WAS and XAS, which, to the best of our knowledge, are the
first known algorithms to outperform VAS. Particularly, both yield sig-
nificant improvement for variable-length packet size. Both algorithms
succeed in doing so by “looking ahead”, i.e. by taking into account the
schedule of other packets present in the system. In this way XAS is capa-
ble of improving packet delay with almost 20% for high loads in the
unlimited buffer setting. In the restricted buffer setting, the WAS algo-
rithm showed to be better at improving loss probability (LP, number of
lost packets/total number of packets) while XAS is better at improving
LPsize (cumulative size of lost packets/total size of all packets). Both
algorithms succeed to improve performance with dozens of percent-
ages.
In this paper we further improve the performance and extend the
usage of the WAS and XAS algorithms to a wider parameter range by
introducing an additional threshold variable, with new algorithms T-
WAS and T-XAS. By optimizing this threshold, the process of selectively
delaying packet longer than strictly necessary can be made more or
less strict and as such be fitted to each setting. This paper is orga-
nized as follows. The general system model and assumptions are dis-
cussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the scheduling algorithms WAS
and XAS, along with an example and the summarized results of [30].
The threshold-extended algorithms T-WAS and T-XAS and their perfor-
mance evaluation are the subject matter of section 4. Conclusions are
drawn in Section 5, along with a discussion of future work.
2. System model and assumptions
Throughout the paper the same continuous-time setting as in Refs.
[30–33] is supposed. The fiber loop buffer is assumed to be located
at and dedicated to a single outgoing port of an optical switch. Wave-
length convertors, if present within the switch, are assumed to perform
conversion to a single outgoing wavelength associated with this single
outgoing port. The analysis can thus be limited to a single wavelength.
We assume the joint packet arrival at the output port on this single
wavelength is a Poisson process, i.e. the inter-arrival times T are expo-
nentially distributed with an average of E[T]. The length of arriving
packets, B, is assumed to be uniform distributed on the interval [0, S]
with an average of E[B] = S/2. Related, the overall incoming traffic
load at the output port is given by 𝜌 = E[B]/E[T] = S/(2 · E[T]).
Because of the nature of the arrival process it is possible that dif-
ferent arrivals overlap upon their arrival at which instant one of the
contending packets has to be temporarily buffered in one of the fiber
loops. We assume a set of parallel fiber loops of length S that, indepently
of the packet’s size, can accommodate a single packet. The assignable
delays to a packet are thus integer multiples of S. The number of fiber
loops and the maximum number of times a packet can recirculate are
both varied. Combinations of both finite (4, 8, and 16) and infinite val-
ues for these buffer parameters are evaluated. In the simulations, fiber
loops are assumed to have a length of one time unit and packets to be
uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1]. Load is varied from 0.6 to
0.95 in steps of 0.05 by changing the average inter-arrival time of the
Poisson arrival process. The arrival of 106 packets is simulated 10 times
for each algorithm and parameter combination. In this way adequate
average performance measures and accompanying confidence intervals
are obtained.
As extending the analytical method from Ref. [28] to different algo-
rithms, settings and packet size distributions proved to be too challeng-
ing, the performance of the algorithms is evaluated by means of Monte
Carlo Simulations. Specifically, all algorithms are programmed in Mat-
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lab using a discrete event simulation (DES). In a DES, the system is
modelled as a sequence of events marked by their particular instant
in time, i.e. the simulation is event-based. The system state changes
from one event to the next and does not change in-between events.
This is as opposed to continuous simulation in which time is broken
into small pieces called time slices. At each ending of a time slice,
the system state is (possibly) changed based on the events that hap-
pened in the last time slice. Because DES simulations do not simulate
every time slice, they are far more efficient in terms of computational
resources.
3. VAS, WAS and XAS scheduling algorithms
3.1. Approach and concept
As in a buffer loop setting the well-known FCFS algorithm is out-
performed by the void avoiding schedule (VAS), we chose the latter as
our benchmark algorithm in Ref. [30]. In the VAS, packets that arrive
are transmitted immediately if the outgoing line is available or stored
in a fiber loop if not. After each loop recirculation, the availability of
the outgoing line is checked. If the outgoing line is available upon such
a check, the packet exits its fiber loop and is sent. If the outgoing line
is not available, the packet is recirculated again and the procedure is
repeated. The VAS does not preserve the arrival order and is a post-
reservation algorithm.
In terms of resource usage, VAS is a greedy algorithm, sending a
packet whenever a transmission opportunity, i.e. an available outgoing
line and either an arrival or a finished recirculation, arises. The newly
proposed WAS algorithm, where “W” may refer to the aim of minimiz-
ing the Wait for the outgoing line to become available after departure
of the two packets, is more considerate and well aware of the other
packets present in the system. When a transmission opportunity arises,
WAS will first calculate the time needed to send each combination of
two packets (packets i and j, i≠j) present in the system. When N + 1
packets are present in the system (i.e. packets which are either in the
buffer or a new arrival), this gives an N × (N + 1) two dimensional
matrix with the time needed to send each combination. In this matrix,
rows are assumed to be the first packet sent and columns the second
(rows before columns). Only when the packet is the first packet (i.e.
the row, not the column) of the lowest combination in this matrix, the
WAS algorithm will send this packet. Otherwise, depending on whether
the transmission opportunity is a new arrival or a finished recircula-
tion, this packet is buffered in a new loop or given another round in its
loop. Note that in this situation the lowest combination will not neces-
sarily be the next two packets to be sent as the matrix is re-evaluated
at every transmission opportunity. Similarly when the packet that trig-
gered the transmission opportunity is actually sent, the packet that was
also part of the lowest combination is not guaranteed to be transmitted
next.
Similar to the WAS algorithm, the XAS algorithm, where X may refer
to the aim of eXtending the period during which the outgoing line
is effectively used by the two packets, also calculates a combination
matrix to decide upon transmission when a transmission opportunity
arises. In this matrix the efficiency of the outgoing line is calculated for
each combination by dividing the sum of both packet lengths by the
total time needed to send each combination. Only when the packet that
triggered the transmission opportunity is the first packet of the combi-
nation with the highest efficiency, the XAS algorithm will actually send
this packet.
The transmission opportunity depends on two facts: the availability
of an outgoing line and either an arrival or a finished recirculation, that
is currently scheduled in the agenda. The packet at present time which
finished its recirculation or arrives (with an available outgoing line),
causes the transmission opportunity. If the arriving packet finds free
the outgoing line, then the matrix is calculated, and depending on the
results, it is scheduled in the outgoing line, or it is buffered (if there
are available loops), but avoiding unnecessary losses (i.e an available
outgoing line and no free loops).
When either the number of fiber loops or the maximum number of
recirculations is constricted, the WAS and XAS algorithms will trans-
mit a packet upon a transmission opportunity if doing otherwise would
result in an immediate and unnecessary loss. Suppose for example that
upon arrival of a new packet the output line is available but all of the
fiber loops (finite set) are occupied by other packets. In such a case both
WAS and XAS will transmit the new arrival, even though a more favor-
able combination may be present in the fiber loops. By doing so the new
arrival need not be dropped and unnecessary loss is prevented. Likewise
when the maximum number of recirculations is reached upon the end
of a loop recirculation, WAS and XAS will always transmit the packet
if the output line is available. In the terminology of [34] we could
say that both WAS and XAS are tuned to avoid the use of preventive
drop.
Note that in the case of fixed size packets both WAS and XAS sched-
ule in exactly the same way as VAS. Indeed, as all packets have the
same size, the combination that minimizes the time to transmit a pair
of packets will always consist of the packet causing the transmission
opportunity. Only when packet sizes are not equal to a fixed size, WAS
and XAS schedule different, and thus possibly better, than VAS.
3.2. An example
In Fig. 2 and Table 1 the difference between VAS, WAS and XAS is
shown for an example with 5 fiber loops. Fig. 2 shows the occupation
of the fiber loops upon a transmission opportunity (i.e., an arrival of
a new packet and an available outgoing line in this case). The differ-
ent fiber loops are shown horizontally and the packets they contain by
means of an arrow on top of each line. In this visual representation the
fiber loops are represented horizontally, i.e., as if they were laid flat
after being disconnected in the point where one can decide upon recir-
culation of a packet. As time passes by, the arrows move to the right,
possibly restarting their motion on the left side of the fiber when the
arrowhead reaches the right end of the fiber loop (i.e., when the packet
is recirculated). In the example of Fig. 2, fiber loops 1–4 are occupied
while fiber loop 5 is still available. The newly arrived packet is shown
in parallel to the already scheduled packets and aligns with the right
side of the fiber loops. As a transmission opportunity is created by the
new packet and the available outgoing line, one thus has to decide upon
transmission or buffering of the packet.
As mentioned above, when either the number of fiber loops or the
maximum number of recirculations is constricted, the WAS and XAS
algorithms will transmit a packet upon a transmission opportunity if
doing otherwise would result in an immediate and unnecessary loss.
In the present example of Fig. 2 and Table 1 both WAS and XAS will
send the new packet first if the setting would contain 4 instead of 5
loops. This is because all 4 fiber loops would be occupied and thus not
available to schedule a new packet.
Fig. 2. Example of a fiber loop occupancy with 5 fiber loops upon arrival of a
new packet and an available outgoing line (i.e., a transmission opportunity).
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Table 1
Percentage-wise performance improvement in LP and LPsize of XAS relative
to VAS for different load values in different restricted buffer settings.
WAS (time to send (·S)) Second pocket
new 1 2 3 4
first packet new / 1.25 1.35 1.80 1.70
1 1.50 / 1.35 0.80 1.70
2 2.50 2.25 / 1.80 2.70
3 1.50 1.25 1.35 / 1.70
4 1.50 1.25 1.35 1.80 /
XAS (efficiency) Second pocket
new 1 2 3 4
first packet new / 55.2% 73.3% 47.8% 63.6%
1 46.0% / 50.4% 68.8% 45.3%
2 39.6% 30.2% / 47.2% 39.6%
3 57.3% 44.0% 63.0% / 55.3%
4 72.0% 61.6% 79.3% 52.2% /
3.3. Performance results
To obtain a complete and representative image of the performance
of the various algorithms we looked at different performance measures
for different settings in Ref. [30]. For the case with an unlimited num-
ber of fiber loops and no restriction on the number of recirculations, no
packets are lost and we compare the algorithms on the average packet
delay. In case either, or both, the number of fiber loops or the maxi-
mum number of recirculations is limited, the loss probability (LP), or
equivalently, packet loss, is our main performance measure. In addition,
we study a related performance measure which we refer to as LPsize,
accounting for the relative total size of packets lost to the relative total
size of packets, or, equivalently, the relative amount of data lost with
respect to the total amount of data that arrived. In this section only the
most important performance results of VAS and WAS are discussed. For
a more detailed analysis we refer to Ref. [30].
Fig. 3 shows the average packet delay for the setting with an unlim-
ited number of fiber loops and no restriction on the maximum number
of recirculations. As in this setting, for the load values investigated, the
FCFS algorithm results in an unstable regime, it is not included in the
graph. From Fig. 3 it is clear that in the unrestricted case and with a
uniform packet size distribution only XAS can outperform VAS. Table 2
shows the performance improvement (in percentage) XAS can obtain
in waiting time relative to VAS. As the load increases, the obtainable
improvement also goes up, reaching an improvement of almost 20% for
a load of 0.95.
Fig. 3. Packet delay for the VAS, WAS and XAS algorithms in an unrestricted
buffer setting.
Table 2
Percentage-wise performance improvement in packet delay of XAS relative to
VAS for different load values in an unrestricted buffer setting.
Packet delay reduction load
0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95
XAS 1.1% 2.4% 4.2% 7.3% 9.6% 13.7% 17.2% 18.1%
Table 3 shows the LP and LPsize of the VAS algorithm in different
restricted buffer settings. Note that LP and LPsize have the same values
for the VAS algorithm. This is because the length of a packet does not
influence the way a packet is scheduled in VAS. In Table 4 (WAS) and
5 (XAS) the performance improvements (in percentage) compared to
VAS of LP and LPsize are shown. This is done for load values of 0.6,
0.7, 0.8 and 0.9, and all combinations of the number of loops and the
maximum number of recirculations (both take on values of 4, 8, 16
and infinity). From these tables it is clear that not for all combinations
of parameters a performance improvement is possible. In general, but
not always, performance improvements increase for lower load values,
a lower number of maximum recirculations, and a higher number of
loops. Comparing WAS and XAS, the WAS algorithm seems to be better
suited to improve LP with improvements of up to 28% in a setting with
a low load (0.6) and a large buffer size (16), but this only for small
maximum number of recirculations (4). The XAS algorithm on the other
hand seems to better at improving the LPsize, with improvements of up
to 41% for certain parameter combinations, i.e. for a load value of 0.6,
a maximum number of recirculations of 16 and a number of loops equal
to 16 or infinite.
4. WAS and XAS: threshold extension
In order to strive for a further improvement of the performance of
the WAS and XAS algorithms, we introduce an additional threshold
variable. This threshold variable was varied to achieve optimal per-
formance.
4.1. Approach and concept
The assumptions and the way in which the threshold extended algo-
rithms schedule packets are similar to those discussed in section 3 for
the WAS and XAS algorithms (without threshold extension). We will
therefore only focus on those aspects that are specifically different for
the T-WAS and T-XAS algorithms.
Similar to the WAS algorithm, the T-WAS algorithm (Threshold
extension of WAS), when a transmission opportunity arises, first calcu-
lates the time needed to send each combination of two packets (packets
i and j, i≠j) present in the system. When N + 1 packets are present in
the system (i.e. packets in the buffer or a new arrival), this gives an
N × (N + 1) two dimensional matrix with the time needed to send each
combination. In this matrix, rows are assumed to be the first packet sent
and columns the second (rows before columns). As opposed to WAS, T-
WAS does not always discard the transmission opportunity when the
packet causing the transmission opportunity is not the first packet (i.e.
the row, not the column) of the lowest combination in this matrix.
Instead, in an additional calculation, the T-WAS algorithm determines
the ratio of the overall lowest combination of the matrix and the lowest
combination containing the current packet as the first packet. When this
ratio is lower than the threshold (varied and optimized in different sim-
ulation runs), the T-WAS algorithm, similarly to WAS algorithm, does
not send the packet but rather, depending on whether the transmission
opportunity is a new arrival or a finished recirculation, buffers it in a
new loop or gives it another round in its loop. When, on the other hand,
the ratio is higher than the chosen threshold, the difference between
the optimal combination and the combination containing the packet
that causes the transmission opportunity is considered small enough
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Table 3
LP and LPsize values for VAS for different load values in different restricted buffer settings.
VAS Load
0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90
# loops # loops # loops # loops
4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞
LP = LPsize (%)
max recirculations 4 10.3 8.8 8.8 8.8 15.7 13.3 13.2 13.2 21.2 18.2 18.0 18.0 26.5 23.0 22.6 22.6
8 7.2 3.6 3.4 3.4 12.6 7.6 6.8 6.8 18.7 12.7 11.2 11.3 24.6 18.4 16.2 16.1
16 6.6 1.5 0.7 0.7 12.0 4.8 2.5 2.4 18.1 10.3 6.1 5.8 24.1 16.7 11.3 10.5
∞ 6.6 1.2 0.0 0.0 12.0 4.3 0.4 0.0 18.0 9.8 3.1 0.0 24.1 16.4 9.2 0.0
Table 4
Percentage-wise performance improvement in LP and LPsize of WAS relative to VAS for different load values in different restricted buffer settings.
WAS Load
0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90
# loops # loops # loops # loops
4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞
LP reduction (%)
max recirculations 4 17.3 27.3 27.7 27.4 11.3 21.4 22.0 21.9 7.5 17.7 18.7 18.6 5.2 15.0 16.6 16.5
8 7.0 23.5 23.4 23.7 4.3 16.6 18.2 18.1 2.5 12.6 15.8 15.9 1.3 9.8 15.6 15.7
16 4.1 13.7 −0.7 −1.3 1.7 6.4 −1.6 −3.6 0.5 1.6 2.3 −0.3 −0.6 0.3 6.7 5.5
∞ 3.8 21.2 53.6 NaN 1.8 4.8 3.4 NaN 0.2 −4.4 −39.2 NaN −0.6 −6.9 −32.7 NaN
LPsize reduction (%)
max recirculations 4 8.8 8.8 8.9 8.4 3.4 1.3 1.2 0.8 0.5 −3.2 −3.7 −3.8 −1.2 −5.6 −6.8 −6.8
8 3.4 −3.1 −8.5 −8.1 0.8 −10.1 −16.7 −16.6 −0.8 −11.7 −20.7 −20.6 −1.9 −11.9 −21.5 −21.5
16 3.9 −5.0 −59.8 −61.3 1.2 −10.1 −59.7 −63.4 0.0 −12.2 −51.3 −58.6 −1.2 −11.3 −40.4 −49.5
∞ 3.6 21.5 53.0 NaN 1.8 4.9 3.3 NaN 0.3 −4.4 −39.0 NaN −0.6 −6.8 −32.6 NaN
and the T-WAS algorithm will nevertheless send the packet causing the
transmission opportunity. As the calculated ratio is the proportion of
the time it takes to send the lowest combination to that of a combina-
tion that takes longer, it is always between 0 and 1. This is thus the
range in which the threshold parameter is varied and optimized in sim-
ulation. Note that, similar to the WAS algorithm, when the packet that
triggered the transmission opportunity is actually sent, the packet that
was also part of the lowest local or overall combination is not guaran-
teed to be transmitted next. Similarly the overall lowest combination
will not necessarily be the next two packets to be sent as the matrix is
re-evaluated at every transmission opportunity.
The T-XAS algorithm (Threshold extension of XAS) calculates a sim-
ilar combination matrix as the XAS algorithm to decide upon trans-
mission when a transmission opportunity arises. In this matrix the effi-
ciency of the outgoing line is calculated for each combination by divid-
ing the sum of both packet lengths by the total time needed to send
each combination. In a second calculation, the T-XAS algorithm calcu-
lates the ratio of the highest combination containing the packet causing
the transmission opportunity as the first packet and the overall highest
combination of the matrix. When this ratio is lower than the threshold
(varied and optimized in different simulation runs), the T-XAS algo-
rithm, similarly to the XAS algorithm, does not send the packet but
rather, depending on whether the transmission opportunity is a new
arrival or a finished recirculation, buffers it in a new loop or gives
it another round in its loop. However, when the ratio is higher than
the chosen threshold, the difference in efficiency between the optimal
combination and the combination containing the packet that causes the
transmission opportunity is considered small enough and the T-XAS
algorithm will nevertheless send the packet causing the transmission
opportunity. Although the ratio in the T-XAS algorithm is the inverse
of the ratio of the T-WAS algorithm, it is, because of the way in which
the elements of the matrix are calculated, also always between 0 and 1.
Table 5
Percentage-wise performance improvement in LP and LPsize of XAS relative to VAS for different load values in different restricted buffer
settings.
XAS Load
0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90
# loops # loops # loops # loops
4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞
LP reduction (%)
max recirculations 4 9.9 15.9 16.2 16.3 4.6 8.3 8.7 8.7 1.2 3.2 3.6 3.6 −0.6 −0.1 0.1 0.2
8 −0.9 10.1 12.4 12.1 −1.0 3.4 5.1 5.5 −1.2 −0.6 −0.2 0.2 −1.6 −2.8 −3.6 −3.4
16 −3.3 −3.9 0.7 0.7 −2.0 −0.7 1.3 0.7 −1.1 0.2 −2.0 −2.5 −0.8 −0.1 −4.3 −6.2
∞ −3.8 −4.3 −9.3 NaN −1.8 2.0 7.6 NaN −1.1 3.3 13.4 NaN −0.5 3.2 10.5 NaN
LPsize reduction (%)
max recirculations 4 17.5 30.1 30.6 30.6 11.4 22.3 23.2 23.0 7.1 16.2 17.3 17.4 4.6 11.8 13.0 13.2
8 2.9 31.6 37.9 37.6 2.5 22.0 29.7 30.1 2.1 15.0 22.5 23.0 1.3 10.1 16.9 17.4
16 −3.1 8.3 41.0 40.9 −1.8 8.5 35.5 36.7 −0.7 7.8 26.3 29.4 −0.4 5.9 18.2 21.8
∞ −3.8 −4.3 −13.9 NaN −1.9 2.0 8.0 NaN −1.1 3.2 13.4 NaN −0.5 3.3 10.5 NaN
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Fig. 4. Flow chart illustrating the T-WAS and T-XAS algorithms. Regular WAS and XAS are obtained by setting the threshold to ∞.
Similarly to the T-WAS parameter, the T-XAS parameter is varied and
optimized in this range. Both the T-WAS and T-XAS algorithm are illus-
trated by a single flow chart, shown in Fig. 4. Regular WAS and XAS
correspond to the case where the threshold equals ∞.
Similar to WAS and XAS, the T-WAS and T-XAS algorithms will pre-
vent unnecessary loss. When either the number of fiber loops or the
maximum number of recirculations is restricted, they will thus trans-
mit a packet upon a transmission opportunity if doing otherwise would
result in an immediate and unnecessary loss. This is the case when for
example upon arrival of a new packet the output line is available but
all of the fiber loops (finite set) are occupied by other packets. In such
a case, both the T-WAS and T-XAS algorithms will transmit the new
arrival even though the difference with the most favorable combination
in the matrix is large enough to argue against immediate transmission.
4.2. Performance results
To evaluate the performance of the T-WAS and T-XAS algorithms,
we take the same assumptions as in section 2. More specifically fiber
loops are assumed to have a length of one time unit and packets to be
uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1]. Load is varied from 0.6 to
0.95 in steps of 0.05 by changing the average inter-arrival time of the
Poisson arrival process.
To obtain a complete and representative image of the performance
of the various algorithms, we again look at different performance mea-
sures for different settings. For the case with an unlimited number of
fiber loops and no restriction on the number of recirculations, no pack-
ets are lost and we compare the T-XAS algorithm on the average packet
delay. The T-WAS algorithm is not evaluated for the unrestricted set-
ting; as it was shown in section 3 that the WAS algorithm is unable
to outperform VAS. We therefore choose to solely focus on the T-XAS
algorithm in the unrestricted setting.
In case either, or both, the number of fiber loops or the maximum
number of recirculations is limited, it was shown in section 3 that in
general WAS outperforms XAS when it comes to improving LP com-
pared to the reference algorithm VAS. The XAS algorithm on the other
hand seemed to better at improving the LPsize. Taking into account
these observations, we therefore choose to focus on improving LP for
the T-WAS algorithm and LPsize for the T-XAS algorithm.
Table 6 extends the results of Table 2 showing the performance
improvement in waiting time (in percentage) the T-XAS algorithm can
obtain when compared to the VAS algorithm (row 2). This performance
improvement is calculated using the same reference base, i.e. the per-
formance of the VAS algorithm. The corresponding optimal thresholds
for which these performance improvements are obtained are shown in
Table 6
Performance improvement in packet delay, optimal threshold and added
value of the threshold mechanism of the T-XAS algorithm for different load
values in an unrestricted buffer setting.
Packet delay reduction Load
0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95
XAS vs. VAS (96) 1.1 2.4 4.2 7.3 9.6 13.7 17.2 18.1
T-XAS vs. VAS (%) 6.3 8.1 10.1 12.5 14.1 17.1 18.6 18.1
optimal threshold 0.85 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.95 0.95 1
added value threshold (%) 83 70 58 42 32 20 8 0
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the line below (row 3). Hereby, the granularity of 0.05 in the selection
of the threshold is a trade-off between sufficient accuracy and accept-
able computation time. In the bottom line the added value of using
the threshold is shown. This is the part (in percentage) of the perfor-
mance improvement of the T-XAS algorithm that can be attributed to
the incorporation of the threshold mechanism. The total improvement
the T-XAS algorithm can obtain is indeed the sum of the improvement
by using the XAS algorithm (row 1 in Table 6) and the improvement by
additionally using a threshold mechanism (row 2 - row 1 in Table 6).
The ratio of these 2 values is thus a measure of added value of the
threshold mechanism.
It was already clear from Table 2 that as the load increases, the
obtainable improvement of XAS vs. VAS also goes up. Table 6 shows
that as the obtainable improvement of XAS vs. VAS increases, the
added value of using an additional threshold extension decreases. In
the case of an unrestricted buffer setting extending the XAS algorithm
with a threshold is thus only beneficial in those cases where the XAS
algorithm (without a threshold) can only offer a limited performance
improvement in packet delay. As the added value of using an thresh-
old mechanism decreases with an increasing load, the optimal threshold
value increases. Indeed, as the threshold increases, the T-XAS algorithm
increasingly approximates the XAS algorithm’s scheduling behaviour
and as such its performance.
Similar to Table 6, Tables 7 and 8 extend the results of Table 4 and
Table 5. In this, we focus on improving LP for the T-WAS algorithm and
LPsize for the T-XAS algorithm. In Table 7 the improvement in LP of
the WAS and T-WAS algorithms is compared. It is clear that the T-WAS
algorithm can always outperform the WAS algorithm. This comes nat-
urally as the T-WAS algorithm performs equally to the WAS algorithm
when the threshold parameter is set to 1. Optimizing this threshold
thus automatically results in a performance at least as good as the WAS
algorithm. The same observation can be made in Table 8 showing the
improvement in LPsize of the XAS and T-XAS algorithms.
From Table 4 and Table 5 it was already clear that in general, but
not always, performance improvement increases for lower load values,
a lower number of maximum recirculations, and a higher number of
Table 7
Percentage-wise performance improvement in LP of the WAS and T-WAS
algorithms relative to VAS for different load values in various restricted
buffer settings.
WAS vs. VAS # loops # loops
4 5 16 ∞ 4 5 16 ∞
load = 0.60 load = 0.70
max recirculations 4 17.3 27.3 27.7 27.4 11.3 21.4 22.0 21.9
8 7.0 23.5 23.4 23.7 4.3 16.6 18.2 18.1
16 4.1 13.7 −0.7 −1.3 1.7 6.4 −1.6 −3.6
00 3.8 21.2 53.6 NaN 1.8 4.8 3.4 NaN
load = 0.80 load = 0.90
max recirculations 4 7.5 17.7 18.7 18.6 5.2 15.0 16.6 16.5
8 2.5 12.6 15.8 15.9 1.3 9.8 15.6 15.7
16 0.5 1.6 2.3 −0.3 −0.6 0.3 6.7 5.5
00 0.2 −4.4 −39.2 NaN −0.6 −6.9 −32.7 NaN
T-WAS vs. VAS # loops # loops
4 8 16 00 4 5 16 ∞
load = 0.60 load = 0.70
max recirculations 4 17.3 27.3 27.7 27.4 11.3 21.4 22.0 21.9
8 8.7 23.5 23.5 23.7 5.9 16.9 18.7 18.8
16 6.5 18.9 8.5 7.4 4.2 10.4 8.3 6.3
00 6.1 25.3 64.0 NaN 4.2 10.6 27.2 NaN
load = 0.80 load = 0.90
max recirculations 4 7.8 17.7 18.7 18.6 5.5 15.0 16.6 16.5
8 3.9 13.4 16.2 16.3 2.5 10.6 16.0 15.9
16 2.5 5.0 9.7 8.4 1.4 2.9 11.0 11.3
00 2.4 2.0 4.9 NaN 1.3 0.2 0.3 NaN
Table 8
Percentage-wise performance improvement in LPsize of the XAS and T-XAS
algorithms relative to VAS for different load values in various restricted buffer
settings.
XAS vs. VAS # loops # loops
4 8 16 00 4 8 16 ∞
load = 0.60 load = 0.70
max recirculations 4 17.5 30.1 30.6 30.6 11.4 22.3 23.2 23.0
8 2.9 31.6 37.9 37.6 2.5 22.0 29.7 30.1
16 −3.1 8.3 41.0 40.9 −1.8 8.5 35.5 36.7
∞ −3.8 −4.3 −13.9 NaN −1.9 2.0 8.0 NaN
load = 0.80 load = 0.90
max recirculations 4 7.1 16.2 17.3 17.4 4.6 11.8 13.0 13.2
8 2.1 15.0 22.5 23.0 1.3 10.1 16.9 17.4
16 −0.7 7.8 26.3 29.4 −0.4 5.9 18.2 21.8
∞ −1.1 3.2 13.4 NaN −0.5 3.3 10.5 NaN
T-XAS vs. VAS # loops # loops
4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞
load = 0.60 load = 0.70
max recirculations 4 18.7 30.1 30.6 30.6 12.8 22.3 23.2 23.0
8 7.4 32.6 37.9 37.6 6.7 23.1 29.9 30.1
16 3.5 18.2 42.3 42.8 3.5 15.6 36.5 37.1
∞ 2.7 12.5 30.4 NaN 3.4 12.5 29.9 NaN
load = 0.80 load = 0.90
max recirculations 4 8.9 16.4 17.3 17.4 6.1 11.9 13.0 13.2
8 5.4 16.7 22.8 23.0 3.9 11.5 16.9 17.4
16 3.4 12.4 27.9 29.5 2.8 9.2 18.7 21.8
∞ 3.2 10.3 23.7 NaN 2.7 7.3 15.7 NaN
loops. Similar to the trend in Table 6, Table 7 show that in general as
the obtainable improvement of WAS vs. VAS or XAS vs. VAS increases,
the added value of using an additional threshold extension decreases.
Tables 9 and 10 show the corresponding optimal thresholds for
which the optimal performance improvements of the threshold algo-
rithms in Tables 7 and 8 are obtained. The added value of using the
Table 9
Optimal threshold and added value of the threshold mechanism of the T-WAS
algorithm from Table 7 for different load values in various restricted buffer
settings.
optimal threshold T-WAS # loops # loops
4 5 16 00 4 8 16 00
load = 0.60 load = 0.70
max recirculations 4 1 1 1 1 0.95 1 1 1
8 0.90 1 0.95 1 0.90 0.95 0.95 0.95
16 0.90 0.90 0.75 0.75 0.85 0.90 0.55 0.60
∞ 0.90 0.90 0.90 NaN 0.90 0.90 0.80 NaN
load = 0.80 load = 0.90
max recirculations 4 0.95 1 1 1 0.90 1 1 1
8 0.90 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.85 0.95 0.95 0.95
16 0.90 0.90 0.55 0.55 0.90 0.90 0.75 0.60
∞ 0.90 0.75 0.45 NaN 0.90 0.30 0.25 NaN
addded value threshold (%) # loops # loops
4 5 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞
load = 0.60 load = 0.70
max recirculations 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
8 21 0 1 0 27 2 3 4
16 37 28 109 119 60 38 119 157
∞ 39 16 16 NaN 57 56 88 NaN
load = 0.80 load = 0.90
max recirculations 4 4 0 0 0 5 0 0 0
8 33 7 2 2 48 7 3 1
16 84 68 76 105 143 86 39 51
∞ 92 320 898 NaN 146 3500 11033 NaN
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Table 10
Optimal threshold and added value of the threshold mechanism of the T-XAS
algorithm from Table 8 for different load values in various restricted buffer
settings.
optimal threshold T-XAS # loops # loops
4 8 16 ∞ 4 8 16 ∞
load = 0.60 load = 0.70
max recirculations 4 0.95 1 1 1 0.90 1 1 1
8 0.85 0.95 1 1 0.85 0.95 0.95 1
16 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.95 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.95
∞ 0.8 0.85 0.85 NaN 0.85 0.85 0.90 NaN
load = 0.80 load = 0.90
max recirculations 4 0.90 0.95 1 1 0.90 0.95 1 1
8 0.90 0.95 0.95 1 0.85 0.95 1 1
16 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.95 0.85 0.90 0.95 1
∞ 0.85 0.90 0.90 NaN 0.85 0.90 0.95 NaN
addded value threshold (%) # loops # loops
4 8 16 oo 4 8 16 oo
load = 0.60 load = 0.70
max recirculations 4 6 0 0 0 11 0 0 0
8 61 3 0 0 63 5 1 0
16 189 54 3 4 151 46 3 1
∞ 241 134 146 NaN 156 84 73 NaN
load = 0.80 load = 0.90
max recirculations 4 20 1 0 0 25 1 0 0
8 61 10 1 0 67 12 0 0
16 121 37 6 0 114 36 3 0
∞ 134 69 43 NaN 119 55 33 NaN
threshold, i.e. the part (in percentage) of the performance improvement
that can be attributed to the incorporation of the threshold mechanism,
is also shown in these tables. As WAS and XAS are unable to outper-
form VAS for some parameter combinations, the added value of using
the threshold is greater than 100% in these cases.
For the T-XAS algorithm the optimal threshold value stays fairly
constant, i.e. in the range between 0.85 and 1. This is as opposed to the
T-WAS algorithm for which case the optimal thresholds can be much
lower reaching values of 0.25. However, these low values are clearly
outliers and are linked to those parameter combinations in which WAS
greatly falls behind on VAS in terms of performance. In general, XAS
underperforms VAS less often and mostly in a less severe way than
WAS.
Despite some high numbers in added value, the overall improve-
ment of the threshold algorithm compared to VAS can still be limited
in some cases. For example, this is the case for the T-WAS algorithm
for a load of 0.90, 16 loops and an infinite number of recirculations.
In this case the added value reaches 11033% but the overall perfor-
mance improvement of the T-WAS algorithm is merely 0.3% as the
WAS algorithm falls behind the performance of the VAS algorithm by
32.7%. The corresponding optimal threshold is an outlier of 0.25, high-
lighting that for this parameter combinations the optimal algorithm
greatly approximates the behaviour of the VAS algorithm. In fact, given
the minimal overall performance improvement it is advisable in such
cases to use the VAS algorithm and not the more complicated T-WAS
algorithm.
To avoid a possible misinterpretation of Tables 9 and 10 we there-
fore underlined those combinations in the added value parts for which
the performance improvement of the threshold algorithm compared to
VAS is at least 5% and the added value of the threshold is at least
20%. This means that for those parameter combinations, the perfor-
mance improvement of the threshold algorithm is increased by at least
1% because of the threshold mechanism. Looking at those underlined
values we can see that, in general, the best settings to apply a thresh-
old mechanism are those with a high number of recirculations. In other
settings either WAS or XAS (depending on the performance measure),
or VAS are, while not necessarily better, preferred for their lower com-
plexity.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we propose a threshold extension to the WAS and
XAS scheduling algorithms for optical fiber loop buffers in a variable
sized packets setting. This threshold is introduced to improve the per-
formance of these algorithms even further and for a wider parameter
range. By optimizing this threshold, the process of selectively delaying
packet longer than strictly necessary can be made more or less strict
and as such be fitted to each setting. Performance was evaluated by
means of Monte Carlo simulation and showed that in the case of an
unrestricted buffer setting extending the XAS algorithm with a thresh-
old is only beneficial in those cases where the XAS algorithm (without a
threshold) can only offer a limited performance improvement in packet
delay. This corresponds with low values of the load and results in per-
formance improvements that are up to 5 times as large as those without
a threshold parameter. As the added value of using a threshold mech-
anism decreases with an increasing load, the optimal T-XAS algorithm
increasingly approximates the XAS algorithm’s scheduling behaviour
and as such its performance. For the restricted buffer setting a simi-
lar trend can be seen, i.e. the threshold extension adds most value for
those instances where the algorithms without threshold can offer no
or only limited performance improvement. While the algorithms with-
out threshold underperform VAS strongly for some parameter combina-
tions, the overall improvement of the threshold algorithms compared
to VAS, although always positive, can still be severely limited. The set-
tings for which the overall performance improvement of the threshold
algorithms is at least 5% and the added value of the threshold is at
least 20%, in general, correspond with those parameter combinations
in which the maximum number of recirculations is high.
A future topic for performance evaluation is to compare algorithm
throughputs at predetermined values of loss probability, on the one
hand, and LPsize, on the other hand. An open research question remains
what further performance improvement would be enabled by consider-
ing combinations with three or four packets rather than only pairs, in
order to further improve the key performance metrics (Loss probability,
LPsize). Hereby, a key question is how such algorithms could be devised
so as to be feasible in terms of computational and implementation com-
plexity. Another topic for future work is to assess the impact of bursty
arrivals on the proposed algorithms, either with specific assumptions on
the correlation between arrival instants (with correlated arrivals, e.g.,
MMPP or BMAP) or an inhomogeneous arrival intensity profile (e.g.,
the inhomogeneous Poisson process, or a traffic trace).
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